Continue the focus on academic achievement.

Design curriculum and instructional practices that transform awareness, honor inclusion, and prepare students to excel and contribute to our increasingly global society.

*Strategy III, Action Plan 3*

Make recommendation for a comprehensive dual language offering for elementary students.

Employ change and innovation processes that boldly redefine the high school experience.

Develop a recommendation for a comprehensive pre-K program.

Create and maintain relationships with all community members celebrating the value students and community bring to each other.

*Strategy III, Action Plan 4*

Utilize marketing strategies and effective communication to promote and brand NKC Schools.

Conduct a successful bond campaign.

Ensure proactive advocacy for the District’s legislative priorities at the City, County, State, and Federal levels, relying on the broader inclusion of advocates that include the BOE, staff members, and legislators.

Ensure a culture of inclusivity, as reflected in recruiting, hiring, and retention practices.

*Strategy III, Action Plan 2*

Provide quality professional development around equity and inclusion for all staff.

*Strategy III, Action Plan 2*

Conduct an equity audit to determine impact of initial staff training on students.

Develop a final recommendation for comprehensive facility planning.

Consider all financial obligations to meet strategic goals.
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